Our quest to help you measure your flow accurately, easily and reliably never stops. With AquaMaster4, you get unrivalled accuracy up to ±0.2% of reading ±0.5 mm/s (whichever is greater) across a wide flow range up to R1000. This high accuracy will enable water utilities to measure with confidence during peak day-time flows or at very low flows during night. Through our cutting-edge signal processing technology and unique reduced bore sensor design, you will be able to understand consumption in your District Metered Areas (DMA) much better than ever before. It will also enable you get early warning signs for water leaks or bursts, which can be identified before they escalate.

For more information, visit bit.ly/ABBAquaMaster4
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AquaMaster4, the new generation of electromagnetic flowmeters
Deliver accurate bills for true consumption, not estimates